Diet-induced obesity severely impairs myelinated aortic baroreceptor reflex responses
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McCully BH, Brooks VL, Andresen MC. Diet-induced obesity severely impairs myelinated aortic baroreceptor reflex responses. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 302: H2083–H2091, 2012. First published March 9, 2012; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.01200.2011.—Diet-induced obesity (DIO) attenuates the arterial cardiac baroreceptor reflex, but the mechanisms and sites of action are unknown. This study tested the hypothesis that DIO impairs central aortic baroreceptor pathways. Normal chow control (CON) and high-fat-chow obesity-resistant (OR) and obesity-prone (OP) rats were anesthetized (inactin, 120 mg/kg) and underwent sinoaortic denervation. The central end of the aortic depressor nerve (ADN) was electrically stimulated to generate frequency-dependent baroreflex curves (5–100 Hz) during selective activation of myelinated (A-fiber) or combined (A- and C-fiber) ADN baroreceptors. A mild stimulus (1 V) that activates only A-fiber ADN baroreceptors induced robust, frequency-dependent depressor and bradycardic responses in CON and OR rats, but these responses were completely abolished in OP rats. Maximal activation of A fibers (3 V) elicited frequency-dependent reflexes in all groups, but a dramatic deficit was still present in OP rats. Activation of all ADN baroreceptors (20 V) evoked even larger reflex responses. Depressor responses were nearly identical among groups, but OP rats still exhibited attenuated bradycardia. In separate groups of rats, the reduced heart rate (HR) response to maximal activation of ADN A fibers (3 V) persisted in OP rats following pharmacological blockade of β1-adrenergic or muscarinic receptors, suggesting deficits in both parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) and sympathetic nervous system (SNS) reflex pathways. However, the bradycardic responses to direct efferent vagal stimulation were similar among groups. Taken together, our data suggest that DIO severely impairs the central processing of myelinated aortic baroreceptor control of HR, including both PNS and SNS components.

OBESITY IS ASSOCIATED WITH multisystem morbidity, including endocrine, immune, and autonomic manifestations (3, 8, 28), such as impairment of the baroreceptor reflex pathways. The depression of baroreceptor reflex sensitivity during weight gain in humans (4, 21) is replicated in animal models of obesity (9, 24, 25, 39, 40). Furthermore, the restoration of baroreflex function with weight loss suggests a dynamic interrelationship between diet, metabolic status, and cardiovascular autonomic control (4, 21, 41, 42). Obesity not only increases sympathetic outflow (SNS) to muscle (1, 21) and kidneys (45), but it also decreases cardiac parasympathetic (PNS) drive (6, 36). Because a depressed cardiac PNS baroreflex is an important predictor of cardiac morbidity and mortality (29), independent of blood pressure changes, the mechanisms responsible for baroreflex modification during obesity are critical to understand.

Changes in arterial pressure are transmitted via the arterial baroreceptors to the central nervous system (CNS). Myelinated arterial baroreceptors are activated in the normotensive range of arterial pressures, but baroreceptors with C-fiber axons generally require supraphysiological pressures to reach threshold and fire action potentials (27). The CNS integrates this information to elicit reciprocal changes in PNS and SNS outflow, resulting in rapid reflex changes in heart rate (HR) and total peripheral resistance. A recent study using the obese Zucker rat, which is a genetic model of obesity, demonstrates that obesity impairs the CNS portions of baroreflex control of sympathetic nerve activity (SNA) without altering arterial baroreceptor afferent function (25). However, the mechanisms by which obesity impairs the PNS and SNS components of the cardiac baroreflex are unknown. Therefore, the present study examined how obesity alters the baroreceptor reflex control of PNS and SNS outflow during diet-induced obesity (DIO) in outbred rats, an obesity model that exhibits many characteristics of human obesity (15).

To study central portions of aortic baroreceptor pathways, we electrically stimulated the aortic depressor nerve (ADN) and measured blood pressure and HR responses. The rat ADN contains only arterial baroreceptor afferent axons and thus relays solely aortic baroreceptor information to the solitary tract nucleus (NTS) (19, 38). Direct electrical activation of ADN afferents offers key experimental advantages. First, shocks to ADN activate one-to-one action potential signals to the CNS, making quantification more reproducible (18–20). Second, gradations in electrical shock intensity precisely recruit two subclasses of baroreceptor axons based on myelination. This is a critical aspect, since myelinated (A) fibers compose ∼10% of ADN and are tonically active at resting blood pressure. In contrast, ∼90% of ADN axons are unmyelinated (C) fibers (5), which are often physiologically quiet at resting blood pressure, but have profound reflex effects when activated (16). Therefore, our studies contrasted the hemodynamic reflex responses to A-fiber selective baroreceptor activation relative to C-fiber ADN baroreceptor activation in rats with DIO.

Because obesity impairs baroreflex responses near resting arterial pressure, we hypothesized that DIO compromises central A-fiber baroreceptor pathways. To test this hypothesis, we selectively activated A-fiber ADN afferents and contrasted these reflex responses to those elicited by activating all ADN baroreceptors. Next, we blocked either β1-adrenergic receptors (atenolol) or muscarinic receptors (methscopolamine) to isolate the PNS or SNS cardiac efferent pathways, respectively. Finally, we tested whether the peripheral efferent vagus nerve contributed to the impairment in DIO rats. Our results indicate...
that DIO more strongly attenuates myelinated compared with unmyelinated, baroreceptor cardiovascular pathways.

METHODS

Animals

All experiments were conducted in male Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories). Animals were housed individually in cages in a temperature-controlled room (22 ± 2°C) with a 12:12-h light-dark cycle. Food and water were provided ad libitum. All experimental protocols conformed to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Health and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Oregon Health & Science University.

DIO model. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (57–59 days, 250–275 g) were placed on a high-fat diet (Purina, 571F, 33% kcal fat; LabDiet 5001 with 10% lard). After 2 wk on the high-fat diet, the weight distribution of rats was separated into a bottom and top tertile of weight gain. Based on this distribution, animals in the bottom tertile of weight gain were selected as obesity-resistant (OR), whereas animals in the top tertile of weight gain were selected as obesity-prone (OP) rats, as previously described (15, 31). The animals from the middle tertile were omitted from the study. An age-matched control (OP) group was concurrently placed on standard chow (13.5% kcal fat; LabDiet 5001) for the same period of time. Reflex experiments were conducted 4–6 wk after rats were placed on the high-fat diet (OR and OP rats) or the conventional chow (CON rats).

Surgery

Under ~2% isoflurane (Novaplus) in 100% oxygen, a femoral arterial catheter (PE-50) and three venous catheters (PE-10 attached to PE-50) filled with heparinized saline were implanted for the measurement of mean arterial pressure (MAP) and HR, and for intravenous access, respectively. After the completion of the catheter surgery, an intravenous infusion of inactin (120 mg/ml; Sigma) was administered over 30 min as the isoflurane was slowly withdrawn. Under inactin, a ventral midline neck incision was made, and the trachea was cannulated (PE-250) to facilitate spontaneous breathing. Arterial oxygen was monitored by a pulse oximeter (Starr Life Sciences) to confirm adequate oxygenation. The left ADN was identified as it joined the superior laryngeal nerve. The ADN trunk was dissected caudally, and the central end of the ADN was placed on bipolar stainless steel electrodes and isolated in warm mineral oil. The electrodes were connected to a programmable stimulator (AMPI Master-8) through a stimulus isolation unit (AMPI ISO-Flex). Previous extensive studies directly measured the electro-neurogram of the ADN (18) and found that low-intensity shocks (1–2 V, 0.1 ms) activated action potentials from myelinated fibers alone, whereas higher intensities always evoked mixed volleys of A- and C-fiber waves (18). Here, we used low-voltage shocks (1 V) to selectively activate A-fiber volleys, and moderate stimulation (3 V) to activate all A fibers plus a small contingent of C fibers. High-intensity shocks (20 V) were used to activate all A and C fibers of the ADN (18). At each test intensity, repeated shocks at 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 Hz evoked reflex MAP and HR responses. Shocks were kept short (0.1-ms duration) to avoid the triggering of repetitive action potentials found with single shocks longer than 0.5 ms (Fan W and Andresen MC). Responses were measured as peak reflex changes in MAP and HR for 30-s stimulus ADN trains. Intensity and frequency combinations of the stimuli were applied in random order, with at least 2 min between stimulations.

Protocol 2: PNS Control of HR Mediated by Myelinated ADN Baroreceptors

Based on initial findings that DIO severely impaired myelinated baroreflex pathways, we tested if this impairment is due to a reduced responsiveness of PNS pathways in separate groups of rats (CON, OR, and OP). ADN frequency-response relationships were determined (5–100 Hz, see above) at the maximal A-fiber shock intensity of 3 V. To assess the PNS contribution to HR responses, the ADN frequency-response curve was tested before and 10 min following β1-adrenergic receptor blockade with atenolol (2 mg/kg iv; Sigma). Full block was verified by a lack of tachycardia to isoproterenol (1 μg/kg iv; Sigma). The contribution of the PNS was defined as the remaining HR response during ADN stimulation after β1-adrenergic receptor blockade.

Protocol 3: SNS Control of HR Mediated by Myelinated ADN Baroreceptors

To assess the contribution of the SNS to these responses, this protocol was repeated in separate, additional groups of CON, OR, and OP rats. Test procedures were comparable to PNS protocols and used a shock intensity of 3 V to maximally recruit A-fiber baroreceptors for this series. ADN stimulation was tested 10 min following muscarinic receptor blockade with methscopolamine (1 mg/kg iv; Sigma) that was verified by a lack of bradycardia to efferent vagal stimulation (10 V, 10 Hz). The contribution of the SNS was defined as the remaining HR response during ADN stimulation after muscarinic receptor blockade.

Protocol 4: Direct Efferent Vagal Stimulation

To test whether the PNS cardiac response impairment was due to peripheral nerve changes, we assessed the efferent limb of the cardiac PNS control in OP, OR, and CON rats. We measured the HR responses during electrical activation of the efferent vagal nerve trunk. The peripheral end of the cut vagus nerve was placed on the stimulating electrodes and isolated in warm mineral oil. Frequency-dependent HR responses were recorded to shocks (10 V, 0.1 ms duration) applied at 1, 3, 5, and 10 Hz for 30 s in random order.

Data Analysis

Data were sampled at 2,000 Hz using the Biopac MP100 data acquisition system and analyzed offline ( Acknowledge). MAP and HR responses were calculated as peak changes in MAP (ΔMAP) and HR (ΔHR) from baseline measurements. Baseline values were measured as averages over 10 s preceding each stimulation period, and the peak response was averaged over a stable period of at least 5 s. In addition, the change in MAP and HR during no stimulation (0 Hz) was also calculated. To determine this, MAP and HR were averaged during the first and last 10 s of a 30-s baseline measurement at the beginning of each series of shocks at a set voltage. The 0-Hz value was defined as the difference between the two 10-s averages. The time-to-peak value was determined by measuring the time duration of the fall in HR during each stimulation period. The slope of the response, (ΔHR)/(time to peak), was calculated by the Acknowledge software. All data are presented as means ± SE.
Obesity markedly attenuates myelinated ADN baroreflex responses. Mild shocks (1 V) selective for the activation of myelinated axons evoked robust depressor and bradycardia responses in CON rats (Fig. 1A). Such mild shocks required relatively high-frequency stimulation (≥50 Hz, P < 0.05) to trigger MAP and HR reflex responses (Fig. 1B). Similarly, OR rats on the high-fat diet also required high stimulation frequencies to evoke a robust fall in MAP (≥20 Hz, P < 0.05) and HR (≥50 Hz, P < 0.05). (Fig. 1, A and B). In stark contrast, identical mild ADN shocks failed to activate changes in MAP or HR in OP rats, even at the highest frequency of activation (100 Hz). Therefore, the baroreflex responses in OP rats were significantly impaired compared with those in CON and OR rats (P < 0.05, Fig. 1B).

### RESULTS

**Baseline values.** As depicted in Tables 1–4, consumption of the high-fat diet for 4–6 wk accelerated weight gain only in OP rats. Despite exposure to the same high-fat diet, OR rats weighed more than either OR or CON rats (P < 0.05). Diet did not alter basal hemodynamic values across groups.

**Obesity markedly attenuates myelinated ADN baroreflex responses.** Mild shocks (1 V) selective for the activation of myelinated axons evoked robust depressor and bradycardic responses in CON rats (Fig. 1A). Such mild shocks required relatively high-frequency stimulation (≥50 Hz, P < 0.05) to trigger MAP and HR reflex responses (Fig. 1B). Similarly, OR rats on the high-fat diet also required high stimulation frequencies to evoke a robust fall in MAP (≥20 Hz, P < 0.05) and HR (≥50 Hz, P < 0.05). (Fig. 1, A and B). In stark contrast, identical mild ADN shocks failed to activate changes in MAP or HR in OP rats, even at the highest frequency of activation (100 Hz). Therefore, the baroreflex responses in OP rats were significantly impaired compared with those in CON and OR rats (P < 0.05, Fig. 1B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Baseline body weight, MAP, and HR for protocol 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n, no. of animals. MAP, mean arterial pressure; HR, heart rate; CON, control; OR, obesity resistant; OP, obesity prone. Body weight was greater in OP vs. CON (+P < 0.05) and OR (+P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in baseline MAP and HR between groups.

A three-way ANOVA with two-way repeated measures was used to determine between-group differences in the changes in MAP and HR during 1 V, 3 V, and 20 V ADN stimulation (group × amplitude × frequency) and for the effect of muscarinic or β₁-adrenergic blockade (group × treatment × frequency). A two-way ANOVA with one-way repeated measures (group × frequency) was used to identify between-group differences in: 1) the PNS and SNS contributions to HR during 3 V ADN stimulation, 2) the time-to-peak and slope of the HR response, 3) the bradycardia during efferent vagal stimulation, and 4) the frequency threshold at which there was a significant fall in MAP and HR compared with baseline. This was done without stimulus (0 Hz). Within each protocol, a one-way ANOVA was used to compare body weight, baseline MAP, and HR between groups. Specific comparisons were assessed using a Neuman-Keuls post hoc test. P < 0.05 indicated significance.

### Table 2. Baseline body weight, MAP, and HR for protocol 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Body Wt, g</th>
<th>MAP, mmHg</th>
<th>HR, beats/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-atenolol</td>
<td>Post-atenolol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>440 ± 11</td>
<td>125 ± 7</td>
<td>360 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>448 ± 3</td>
<td>115 ± 6</td>
<td>367 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>538 ± 8*†</td>
<td>112 ± 9</td>
<td>376 ± 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n, no. of animals. Body weight was greater in OP vs. CON (+P < 0.05) and OR (+P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in baseline MAP and HR between groups. Atenolol significantly decreased HR in all groups (#P < 0.05 vs. pre-atenolol).

### Table 3. Baseline body weight, MAP, and HR for protocol 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Body Wt, g</th>
<th>MAP, mmHg</th>
<th>HR, beats/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-methscopoline</td>
<td>Post-methscopoline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>441 ± 8</td>
<td>123 ± 6</td>
<td>380 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>449 ± 6</td>
<td>120 ± 4</td>
<td>372 ± 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>530 ± 7*†</td>
<td>110 ± 7</td>
<td>392 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n, no. of animals. Body weight was greater in OP vs. CON (+P < 0.05) and OR (+P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in baseline MAP and HR between groups or treatment. Compared with the 1 V stimulation, moderate shocks (3 V) evoked brisk, much larger bradycardia and hypotension in both the CON and OR rats (Fig. 2). Significant hypertensive responses (P < 0.05) were activated at 10 Hz in CON and 20 Hz in OR rats; 50 Hz was the threshold for significant bradycardia (P < 0.05) in both groups. This moderate stimulus also evoked significant hypotension and bradycardia in OP rats at high frequencies (MAP: 100 Hz, HR: 50 Hz; P < 0.05 vs. no stimulation). In addition, the hypertensive and bradycardic responses to ADN activation were still weak in OP rats compared with CON and OR rats (Fig. 2B). Interestingly, the bradycardic responses in OP rats also developed more slowly compared with the swift HR changes in CON and OR rats (Figs. 2A and 3A). The time from the onset of stimulation to peak bradycardia was similar between groups (CON: 10.5 ± 1.1 s; OR: 10.5 ± 1.8 s; OP: 11.6 ± 1.1 s), but the rate of change for the fall in HR was slower (P < 0.05) in OP rats (−1.2 ± 0.4 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) compared with CON (−4.3 ± 1.5 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) and OR (−4.4 ± 0.8 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) rats.

**Obesity impairs bradycardic responses to maximal ADN activation.** Intense shocks that should activate all ADN axons evoked large and substantially similar MAP responses across all groups (Fig. 3). The depressor (CON: 10 Hz, OR and OP: 5 Hz; P < 0.05) and bradycardic (CON: 20 Hz, OR: 5 Hz; P < 0.05) thresholds were at low frequencies in all groups. Nevertheless, the degree of bradycardia was still impaired in OP rats compared with CON and OR (P < 0.05; Fig. 3B). Furthermore, the rate of change for the fall in HR was again slower (P < 0.05) in OP rats (−1.4 ± 0.2 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) compared with CON (−5.6 ± 0.9 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) and OR (−8.0 ± 2.7 beats·min⁻¹·s⁻¹) rats.

**Obesity impairs cardiac parasympathetic and sympathetic reflex responses to myelinated ADN baroreceptor activation.** The response profiles to this point in our studies strongly suggested that obesity negatively affected the cardiac responses initiated by myelinated ADN afferents. Because PNS cardiac control is an intrinsically faster-acting bradycardic pathway compared with the SNS withdrawal (23), and the

### Table 4. Baseline body weight, MAP, and HR for protocol 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Body Wt, g</th>
<th>MAP, mmHg</th>
<th>HR, beats/min</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-methscopoline</td>
<td>Post-methscopoline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>430 ± 5</td>
<td>115 ± 4</td>
<td>393 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>439 ± 11</td>
<td>115 ± 6</td>
<td>398 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OP</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>517 ± 5*†</td>
<td>113 ± 5</td>
<td>375 ± 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n, no. of animals. Body weight was greater in OP vs. CON (+P < 0.05) and OR (+P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in baseline MAP and HR between groups.
responses in OP rats were more slowly developing, we suspected that the attenuated overall bradycardia in OP rats might arise from an impairment of cardiac PNS pathways. To separately assess cardiac PNS and SNS contributions, we used cardiac selective autonomic blockers to remove either $\beta_1$-adrenergic (protocol 2) or muscarinic (protocol 3) HR responses. In separate groups of rats, 3 V shocks were used to activate all myelinated ADN axons. With both muscarinic and $\beta_1$-adrenergic receptors intact, baroreflex responses resembled those in the preceding series of experiments (Figs. 4 and 5). In all groups within both protocols, the 3 V ADN shocks evoked significant hypotension and bradycardia at frequencies no lower than 20 Hz ($P < 0.05$), with the exception of the OR group in protocol 2, which exhibited significant bradycardia at 10 Hz. Furthermore, OP rats exhibited consistently smaller depressor ($P < 0.05$, Figs. 4A and 5A) and bradycardic ($P < 0.05$, Figs. 4B and 5B) responses compared with CON and OR rats.

Blockade of $\beta_1$-adrenergic receptors with atenolol had no discernible effect on ADN-evoked MAP responses in any experimental group (Fig. 4A). Atenolol reduced the reflex bradycardia to ADN activation (Fig. 4B) in CON at 50 and 100 Hz ($P < 0.05$) and OR rats at 20, 50, and 100 Hz ($P < 0.05$). $\beta_1$-Adrenergic block had no effect on the reflex bradycardia in OP rats.

To balance our experimental design, we blocked muscarinic receptors with methscopolamine. Methscopolamine had no significant impact on resting HR (Table 3), which may be related to substantial elimination of PNS drive by sinoaortic denervation (SAD) or the anesthetic. Similar to atenolol, methscopolamine had no effect on the MAP responses to any frequency of ADN activation (Fig. 5A). However, muscarinic blockade substantially reduced the bradycardia evoked by ADN activation in both CON (100 Hz, $P < 0.05$) or OR (50 and 100 Hz, $P < 0.05$) rats. Interestingly, muscarinic blockade failed to alter HR responses in OP rats (Fig. 5B).

To facilitate comparisons across protocols, we replotted these results together (Fig. 6). Cardiac responses measured following atenolol treatment represent PNS-mediated bradycardia (Fig. 6A), whereas responses after methscopolamine treatment were SNS-mediated (Fig. 6B). At higher frequencies (50 and 100 Hz), PNS responses in OP rats were less than OR and CON ($P < 0.05$), but, interestingly, the CON rats also expressed smaller responses compared with OR rats ($P < 0.05$).
The OP rats also exhibited attenuated SNS responses (P < 0.05) compared with CON rats. However, the SNS responses were similar between OR and OP rats. Taken together, our findings suggest that the impairment of both PNS and SNS cardiac pathways contributes to the severely attenuated reflex bradycardia mediated by myelinated baroreceptors in OP rats. Despite the similar overall reflex bradycardia in CON and OR rats, the evidence also suggests that CON rats rely to a greater extent on SNS control, whereas OR rats depend more on PNS cardioinhibitory pathways. Peripheral vagal efferent cardiac control is well preserved regardless of diet or selection group. To assess whether diet or selection group might influence the final links of the PNS pathway, we directly activated the efferent end of the vagus nerve (protocol 4) with electrical shocks. Vagal activation resulted in a frequency-dependent bradycardia that was similar across all experimental groups (Fig. 7). This finding suggests that the observed alterations in PNS cardiac baroreflex responses occurred central to the vagal efferent axons and the heart.
DISCUSSION

The present studies reveal that obesity triggers substantial CNS deficits, specifically in baroreceptor-linked autonomic reflex pathways controlling the cardiovascular system. By using graded stimulus shocks to directly activate ADN baroreceptor axons, a severe deficit in aortic myelinated baroreceptor pathways was distinguished. Furthermore, the use of selective cardiac postganglionic blockers revealed that obesity impairs both branches of the autonomic nervous system. We found that: 1) DIO depressed the myelinated ADN subset of aortic baroreflexes, which was attributed to deficits in PNS and SNS cardiac reflex pathways; 2) activation of ADN C-fiber baroreflex pathways masked the clear attenuation of ADN A-fiber baroreflexes in OP rats; 3) OR rats had preserved, if not sensitized, myelinated ADN PNS cardiac pathways; and 4) activation of the peripheral vagus nerve was equally effective in all animal groups.

Obesity impairs the arterial baroreflex with broad detrimental consequences, including increased risk for cardiac arrhythmias, sudden cardiac death, and end-organ damage (17, 29, 46). However, few mechanistic details are understood. Because only a small fraction of human obesity is associated with a currently recognized genetic origin (11), we chose to study a DIO model, which utilizes outbred, genetically diverse animals to mimic the polygenic clinical profile of human obesity. DIO models have been extensively studied in the context of energy balance (30, 31), but less is known about blood pressure regulation. We started with pubescent animals that gained weight steeply and studied these animals early in adulthood to minimize the potential confounding effects of age and weight.

Fig. 5. Similar to protocol 1, OP rats exhibited impaired depressor and bradycardic responses compared with CON and OR rats (P < 0.05). During the activation of all myelinated ADN baroreceptors (3 V), muscarinic blockade with methscopolamine had no effect on the depressor responses (A) in any group. The bradycardic response (B) was reduced in CON and OR rats but not in OP rats. \( \ast P < 0.05 \) vs. pre-methscopolamine; \( \ast P < 0.05 \) OP vs. CON; \( \dagger P < 0.05 \) OP vs. OR.

Fig. 6. The contribution of the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS, A) and the sympathetic nervous system (SNS, B) to the bradycardic response during 3 V ADN stimulation during the activation of all myelinated ADN baroreceptors is varied between CON, OR, and OP rats. Although the total reflex bradycardia during activation of ADN baroreceptors is similar between CON and OR rats, CON rats are more reliant on SNS withdrawal to lower HR, whereas OR rats are more reliant on the activation of PNS pathways. When compared with both CON and OR rats at the same time, the overall attenuated reflex bradycardia in OP rats is clearly attributed to both attenuated contributions of PNS activation and SNS withdrawal. \( \ast P < 0.05 \) CON vs. OP; \( \dagger P < 0.05 \) OR vs. OP, \( \ddagger P < 0.05 \) CON vs. OR.
baroreflex (6, 36). In support of this, our studies demonstrated when assessing baroreflex dysfunction.

thermore, these data highlight the importance of selective activation of myelinated vs. unmyelinated ADN baroreceptors to examine the central control of the cardiac baroreflex beyond the level of the baroreceptor afferents (18, 20). Indeed, our study confirms this.

We isolated C-fiber responses (20) are needed to determine whether these responses are associated with only ADN C-fiber activation (20), although future studies using anodal blockade to isolate C-fiber responses (20) are needed to determine whether obesity directly affects unmyelinated baroreflex pathways. Furthermore, these data highlight the importance of selective activation of myelinated vs. unmyelinated ADN baroreceptors when assessing baroreflex dysfunction.

Previous work suggested that obesity decreases cardiac vagal tone and suppresses the contribution of the PNS to the baroreflex (6, 36). In support of this, our studies demonstrated that: 1) the myelinated baroreceptor responses of cardiac pathways were more slowly developing in OP compared with CON and OR rats, 2) methscopolamine had no effect on reflex bradycardia in OP rats, and 3) the remaining PNS response after atenolol was highly attenuated compared with OR and CON rats. A new finding is that the bradycardia during efferent vagal stimulation was normal in OP rats, indicating a central deficit of the PNS pathway. In addition, the remaining SNS response after methscopolamine was also attenuated in OP rats compared with CON rats (Fig. 6B), indicating that obesity simultaneously impairs the PNS and SNS components of the cardiac baroreflex beyond the level of the baroreceptor afferents.

However, it is curious as to why a significant reflex bradycardia remained in the OP rats following either SNS or PNS blockade. For example, if PNS blockade with methscopolamine had no effect, this would indicate that the fall in HR is solely mediated by SNS withdrawal. Therefore, it would be expected that the blockade of the SNS pathway with atenolol would completely abolish the response. From a mechanistic perspective, the inability of PNS or SNS blockade to alter the HR response in OP rats may be indicative of functional antagonism between cardiac muscarinic and β1-adrenergic signaling. The activation of muscarinic receptors suppresses β-adrenergic sensitivity (34) and vice versa (35). Therefore, blocking either muscarinic or β1-adrenergic receptors may have disinhibited the remaining SNS or PNS responses, respectively.

Another major finding was that the depressor responses during ADN A-fiber stimulation were also clearly attenuated in OP rats. Similar observations in the obese Zucker rat were attributed to central deficits in reflex control of sympathetic activity (25). Alternatively, the attenuated response in OP rats may be due to impaired vascular noradrenergic responsiveness, as seen in other models of obesity (7, 33). Whether DIO differentially impacts sympathoinhibition during the activation of only myelinated baroreceptors compared with simultaneous activation of A and C ADN fibers, or detrimentally affects vascular function, each requires further investigation.

An intriguing result was the dominance of PNS pathways in OR rats to more strongly regulate HR in baroreflex responses than even CON rats. However, the mechanisms are unclear. In other aspects, OR rats are comparable to CON rats. They are not insulin (49) or leptin (31) resistant and have normal baroreflex sensitivity (49). Indeed, our study showed that there is no impairment of the hemodynamic reflexes mediated by myelinated baroreceptors since the overall MAP and HR responses were almost identical to CON rats. Despite these general response similarities, more subtle but potentially critical differences may be important between OR and CON rats. For example, OR rats have even higher insulin sensitivity than CON rats, despite being on a high-fat diet (49). Because impaired vagal control of the baroreflex is associated with insulin resistance (32), the concurrent elevation in insulin sensitivity and enhanced PNS control of the cardiac baroreflex in OR rats may be functionally linked. Alternatively, because the OR and OP animals are only identified after being placed on the high-fat diet, the moderate PNS responsiveness of CON rats may be the result of a blending of genetically disposed OR and OP rats.
A major aim of the present study was to determine if DIO impairs baroreflex function central to the peripheral nerve endings of aortic baroreceptors. Our data support this hypothesis, since the bradycardic and depressor responses to ADN stimulation were severely depressed in OP rats. However, our experimental design has two limitations. First, all animals were subjected to both anesthesia and SAD, which may affect the central integration of the baroreflex compared with a conscious, intact animal. Nevertheless, all groups were treated similarly, but myelinated baroreceptor pathways were only attenuated in OP animals. These findings suggest that the deficit is independent of the anesthetic or SAD. Second, we did not assess whether baroreceptor afferent sensitivity to changes in arterial pressure might contribute during DIO. Studies of single A- and C-fiber baroreceptors could address this question, but were beyond the scope of the present work.

The mechanisms responsible for these central baroreflex impairments, or even precisely which brain sites are affected, were not discerned. However, we offer the following possibilities. Central impairment of the baroreceptor reflex during obesity may be attributed to insulin resistance. Baroreflex gain is impaired in several insulin resistance states, including pregnancy (13) and DIO (49), suggesting a functional link between insulin resistance and/or inflammation on myelinated baroreceptor properties during development in normotensive and spontaneously hypertensive rats. Circ Res 43: 728–738, 1978.


14. Douglas WW, Ritchie JM, Schaumann W. The dependence on diabetic baroreflex gain (43). Nevertheless, our results indicate that obesity differentially impairs the baroreflex beyond the level of the baroreceptors, with a more severe loss of myelinated- than C-fiber-initiated aortic baroreflex pathways, and impairment of SNS and central PNS portions of autonomic baroreflex pathways. Identifying the sites of dysfunction along these pathways and determining the impact of insulin resistance and/or inflammation on myelinated baroreceptor reflexes remain potentially interesting aspects for future investigation.
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